
5 bedroom Villa for sale in Benahavis, Málaga

Stunning architectural masterpiece
Introducing a captivating five-bedroom architectural masterpiece that celebrates the allure of imperfection in a world
obsessed with perfection.

Nestled in the serene hills of Benahavis, this contemporary-style villa spans 800m², including terraces, on a generous
4,139 m² plot. The house seamlessly merges the fluidity of water with a cleverly passive design, featuring high thermal
mass exposed concrete.

Impressive features 
Approaching the residence through a meticulously landscaped tree-lined driveway, you'll be greeted by a centuries-old
olive tree and a lush yucca, both bearing testament to the windswept Andalusian plains. A natural bamboo bridge
gracefully spans over water, leading to the grand entrance, where a truly breathtaking scene unfolds.

A majestic 20-foot-tall ficus bonsai serenely graces a reflective pool, playfully interacting with a waterfall and the soft
filtered sunlight streaming through a glass ceiling above. The influence of architectural visionaries like Frank Lloyd
Wright and Mies van der Rohe is evident, with the villa seemingly poised on multiple water features that elegantly flow
through the house.

A floating bridge connects the east and west wings, which house private suites and a study adorned with treasures
from around the world, including a piece of the moon. This residence caters to a range of interests, whether you're a
sports enthusiast, a golfer, a music lover, or a devoted Tintin and Captain Haddock fan.

The main suite is a marvel, featuring two distinct dressers seamlessly designed by the esteemed Italian house, Febal
Casa. These dressers unveil a private garden adorned with majestic conifers and the scent of wild jasmines, offering a
regal dressing experience before a floor-to-ceiling back-lit mirror.

The shower area in the suite is nothing short of spectacular, boasting a retractable glass ceiling for a unique midnight
bath under the stars. Opulent bronze Noken accessories enhance the allure of the modern linear design.

As you continue through the house on wide, dark oak panels, you'll encounter a master bed that inclines, massages,
and even charges your phone. The ambiance is further elevated by the warm glow of two stunning Tom Dixon melt
lights in a rust orange hue.

Within the property, a tranquil Japanese garden provides the perfect spot for contemplation over a cup of green
matcha tea. A melting mirror suspended from the concrete ceiling creates a whimsical effect, evoking memories of

  5 bedrooms   7 bathrooms   800m² Build size
  4,139m² Plot size   Swimming Pool   immaculate condition
  built to high standards   quiet location   close to golf
  close to all amenities   fitted kitchen   air conditioning
  central heating   fireplace   beautiful garden
  landscaped gardens   terrace   tennis court
  garage   private pool   indoor pool
  alarm system   video entry system   gated complex

6,750,000€
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